A CULMINATION OF OVER THREE DECADES OF
GLOBAL PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

HUMAN CRISIS PREPARATION, CRISIS
RESPONSE AND CRISIS REHABILITATION
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INTRODUCTION
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ABOUT US
As human beings, life in itself is
a challenge. How we manage our
own
self
sets
aside
the
precedents for how we eventually
manage
everything
else.
However, as the saying goes ‘we
are only human’ and therefore a
lot may go right and go wrong at
various stages in our life.
The icebreaQers team works with
you to foresee (prepare), manage
(respond) and adapt (rehabilitate)
from anything life may throw at
you; the good, the bad and the
ugly.

CRISIS CLIENTELE
Our clientele includes individuals
from all walks, all spheres, all
income types and all backgrounds.
There is not one individual in this
world who is not subject to a
personal crisis at some stage in
their life.
Our services
over
and
individuals,
governments,

are available world
are
extended
to
families, businesses,
communities etc.

The identity and detail of each case
that
we
handle
is
strictly
confidential.
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PACKAGES
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PREPARE
Our ‘prepare’ packages assist you
to foresee, predict and plan for a
potential personal crisis.
Mental
Health
threat
assessment
Legal and legal defence threat
assessment
Crisis
negotiation
threat
assessment
(Crisis)
Insurance
threat
assessment

RESPOND
Our ‘respond’ packages assist
you to manage, tackle and
navigate past an ongoing crisis.
Mental
health
impact
management
Legal and legal defence
impact management
Crisis negotiation impact
management
(Crisis)
Insurance
impact
management

REHABILITATE
Our ‘rehabilitate’ packages assist you
to adapt, recover and recuperate
from a crisis.
Mental
health
recovery
management
Legal and legal defence recovery
management
Crisis
negotiation
recovery
management
(Crisis) Insurance management
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VISIONARIES, ADVISORS & INVITEES
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Ms. Amita Quenim
Psychologist

Areas of expertise include counselling, psychotherapy,
mental strength and conditioning, to help tackle
anxiety, depression, adjustment, personality disorders,
stress, addictions, choice management etc.

Ms. Natasha Quenim
Psychologist

Areas of expertise include assimilation and
classification of crisis information, reconstruction of
behavioural sequences, detailed profiling of human
traits and backgrounds, and analysis of personality
characteristics.

Mr. Anish Quenim
Hostage Negotiator

Areas of expertise include crisis negotiation, evidence
based crisis negotiations, crisis research for proactive
and rehabilitative crisis management, crisis relations
and crisis planning for human crisis situations.
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VISIONARIES, ADVISORS & INVITEES
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Mr. Jamshed Mistry
Lawyer

Areas of expertise include various types of litigation,
international law, media and entertainment law,
medico legal, social and public interest causes, service
laws, etc.

CONTACT US
ADDRESS: 18, First Floor, Landscape Shire,
Caranzalem, Goa, India - 403 002
DIAL: 9822-10-41-08
MAIL: icebreaqers@gmail.com
WEBSITE: icebreaqers.com
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